
Measurement

Outcomes, Indicators, Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This first section is the introduction. The MC (Marc) will introduce the presentation, tie it in to the larger course, and the presenter. 



Course Overview

1. What is Evaluation?
2. Measurement & Indicators
3. Why Randomize?
4. How to Randomize?
5. Sampling and Sample Size
6. Threats and Analysis
7. Generalizability
8. Project from Start to Finish
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
30 seconds



Evaluation
Design

Evaluation 
Implementation

Randomized Evaluation Process
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Assignment
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Results

Theory of Change

Intervention OutcomesTarget Group

Monitoring

Measurement

Why EvaluateEvaluation Question
(Causal Hypothesis) 
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30 seconds
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Assistant Professor
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1 min



Lecture Overview

1. What to Measure 
– Theory of Change, Outcomes, Indicators

2. How to Measure It (Well)
– Sources of Measurement
– Measurement Concepts
– Response Process
– Measurement Error
– Best Practices
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are two main sections in this presentationClick 1: What to measure. For this we’ll go through the Women as Policymakers case study worked through a bit earlier (Saying “a bit earlier” rather than “a bit earlier today” allows us to use that for the online course where participants would have seen it a few weeks before.)Click 2: then we’ll talk about the practicalities of measurement in both Sources of measurement and Best practices. And sandwiched between those will be a bit of theory



Lecture Overview

1. What to Measure 
– Theory of Change, Outcomes, Indicators

2. How to Measure It (Well)
– Sources of Measurement
– Measurement Concepts
– Response Process
– Measurement Error
– Best Practices
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
0 seconds on this slide



What to Measure
Women as Policymakers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start time: 1:325-10 min on this slide. Allow participates to recall what they went over in their case study.(THIS WHOLE SECTION SHOULD IDEALLY TAKE LESS THAN 20 MIN…  10 MIN FOR PARTICIPANTS TO SHARE RESPONSES TO CASE STUDY 1, AND 10 MIN FOR YOU)



Theory of Change

Public goods 
reflect Women’s 

preferences

Women have 
different 

preferences

Investments 
reflect women’s 

preferences

Women are 
empowered

Leader’s 
preferences 

matter

Some 
democracy

Indirect 
democracy

More female 
Leaders

Reservations for 
Women
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 min Click 1: In theory, this policy was meant to ensure Public goods reflected Women’s preferencesBut what does that mean? And how does it happen?Click 2: First, we must assume women have different preferences. What if they have the same preferences?Click 3: Then the policies or public good investments decided must reflects those preferences.Click 4: In order for that to happen, women must feel empowered to express or push their priorities, and have their voice heard by the leadershipAnd then, assuming the Pradhan hears their priorities, and internalizes them, they must be able to act on themClick 5: So the leaders can’t be totally ineffectual. If they choose to invest more in, say, health clinics, they have to be able to do that.Click 6: So there has to be some democracy. The elected official has to have some power. If he or she was always sidelined by the wealthy, then it really wouldn’t matter what the leader wants, or what the gender of the leader is. In other words, the leader can’t be completely beholden to the village elite. Click 7: On the other hand, they can’t be blindly beholden to constituents (because then it wouldn’t matter who was the leader). The difference between a representative democracy and a direct democracy is that the representatives have some discretion with respect to the voters. So once we’ve established that the identity or preferences of the leader matterClick 8: In order for this policy, of requiring villages to have women leaders, to change investments, we need to see that the policy is actually followed. We need to see that there ARE INDEED more women leaders. It’s is not out of the ordinary for policies to be completely ignored by those meant to implement it. Click 9: And this is indeed our intervention. But notice: the policy only works through THIS ONE PATHWAY. Everything else at this point is an assumption that the policy isn’t directly changing. With a more complex Theory of Change, we may believe that, say More female leaders leads to more empowerment of women directly. That’s fair. And we can test that! (In fact they do)



Theory of Change: How to measure?

Public goods 
reflect Women’s 

preferences

Women have 
different 

preferences

Investments 
reflect women’s 

preferences

Women are 
empowered

Leader’s 
preferences 

matter

Some 
democracy

Indirect 
democracy

More female 
Leaders

Reservations for 
Women
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Household Survey
Village Leader Survey Administrative Data

Participatory Resource Appraisal (PRA)

Administrative Data

Village Leader SurveyVillage Transcripts

Village Transcripts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 min:Click 1:They used a household survey to elicit female (and male) preferencesClick 2:They used what’s known as a PRA, usually a qualitative measurement technique, to learn where investments such as wells, roads, etc, had been made and when. And general perceptions of the quality of their leader.Click 3: They interviewed the village leader to get a sense of what their preferences were, and whether they believed they matteredClick 4: They also used administrative data to look at the budgets (to see investments), but also the identity of the leaderClick 5: Finally they looked at and coded village transcripts to see who was speaking up, specifically women. What issues they raised, and how frequently…



Log Frame
Objectives 
Hierarchy

Indicators Sources of 
Verification

Assumptions / 
Threats

Impact
(Goal/ Overall 

objective)

Public good 
investment 
represents 
women’s 
preferences

Government 
spending

Administrative 
data: Budgets,
Balance Sheets

Pradhan
preferences matter: 
imperfect/some 
democracy

Outcome
(Project 

Objective)

Women voice 
political v iews

Number of 
times a 
woman 
spoke

Transcript from 
v illage meeting

Women develop 
independent v iews

Outputs More female 
Pradhans

Whether or 
not a 
Panchayat
had a 
female
Pradhan

Administrative 
records

The law is 
implemented, there 
is no backlash

Inputs
(Activities)

Reservations for 
women

Law is passed The constitution The government 
realizes the need 
for women 
representation

Source: Roduner, Schlappi (2008) Logical Framework Approach and Outcome Mapping, A constructive Attempt of Synthesis, 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
15 secondsThis conveys basically the same information, but in the form of a log frame (which you saw in the first lecture)



Results, By State, By Issue
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West Bengal Rajasthan

Issue
Investment
Indicator

Issue Priority for Investment
Measure in

Quota VillagesW M W M
Drinking
Water

# facilities 31% 17% 9.09* 54% 49% 2.62*

Road 
Improvement

Road
Condition
(0-1)

31% 25% 0.18* 13% 23% -0.08*

Irrigation # facilities 4% 20% -0.38 2% 4% -0.02
Education Informal 

education 
center

6% 12% -0.06 5% 13% -

Investment
Measure in

Quota Villages

Issue Priority for

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 minSo what were the results?[See animation step-by-step]



How to Measure
Sources of Measurement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start time: 1:441 min (WHOLE SECTION SHOULD TAKE ABOUT 7 MIN)So far we used the female policymaker example to demonstrate a few key points(1) Before considering what to measure, always start with the theory of change. Ideally, the theory of change will dictate what intervention is being considering, who it will impact, and on what key outcomesBut beyond that, it allows us to think of how to measure all the intermediate steps, the processes, the mechanisms and even the assumptions(2) There are many potential sources of measurement(3) I wanted you to see the results of the studySo now let’s generalize



First-order questions in measurement

• What data do you collect?
• Where do you get it?
• When do you get it?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
30 secondsThe first question you should ask is What do you want to measure? That we discussed above. For the most part, you want that to be informed by your theory of changeThe second question; where do you get it? There are many possible sources of data: survey data, administrative data, which we’ll go into a bit more detail about.Last: when do you want these measures? Is it okay to do all of the data collection at the end? Or should you always have a baseline? Or should you be collecting data all throughout the process?We covered the first question in detail. Now let’s focus on the second



Where can we get data?

• Obtained from other 
sources
– Publically available

– Administrative data

– Other secondary data

• Collected by 
researchers
– Primary data
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(CVN_68). jpg

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minWhere can we get the data? Click 1:Historically, most empirical work at least in economics has been conducted using publicly available dataset. Researchers downloaded datasets from statistics bureaus, census bureaus, sample surveys run by large governments or international agencies, and then run regressions, often at the country level.Click 2:“Administrative Data can also be used: data that are collected by departments or companies for internal use, not necessarily for the purpose of research. For example, tax records. Or in the case of our last example, village meeting notes. Economists who study health get data directly from hospitals or insurance companies.Click 3:In the past few decades social scientists have scaled up their own efforts to collect their own data. In Economics, Angus Deaton recently won a Nobel prize for his pioneering work in this area

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cuyahoga_County_US_Census_Form-Herbert_Birch_Kingston_1920.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:US_Navy_090123-N-9760Z-004_Hospital_Corpsman_2nd_Class_Jennifer_Ross_files_medical_records_aboard_the_aircraft_carrier_USS_Nimitz_(CVN_68).jpg


Types and Sources of Data
Information about a 
person/ household / 
possessions

NOT about a person/ 
household / possessions

Information 
provided by a 
person

Automatically
generated
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minClick 1:Usually in social sciences, or social programs, when we collect data, it’s about people. And the people often know they’re providing information to someone, somehow. Whether they’re answering a survey question, taking an exam, submitting tax returns, they know the information is being collected.Click 2:Sometimes it’s not so obvious, like buying something at the store, filing a police report, data collected online, in public spaces, etc. They often know there is “personal” data being collected. They may have some conceptions or misconceptions about their level of privacy…Click 3:Sometimes we collect data not about a person, but about, for example, rainfall, pollution emissions, etc. But a person may still be involved in collecting the data.Click 4:In other cases, we use sensors and never have to interact with a person



Data collection on people

• Surveys
• Exams, tests, etc.
• Games
• Vignettes
• Direct Observation
• Diaries/Logs
• Focus groups
• Interviews
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minMost of the work we do in the developing countries involves collecting primary data on people – in a wide variety of different forms This is considerably less true in the US and high-income countries where secondary sources of data tend to be much more extensive and high quality- We’ll talk a lot about surveys, but these are certainly not the only type of data you could consider collecting – list others



Survey: Modes of Data Collection

• Interviewer administered
– Paper-based
– Computer-assisted/ Digital
– Telephone-based

• Self-administered
– Paper
– Computer/Digital
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minSurveys themselves come in many different formsIncreasingly researchers are taking advantage of the technological possibilities of computer assisted or digital surveyingBoth for surveys that are administered by an interviewer and those that are self administeredDigital surveying opens up the possibility of questionnaires that are tailored to the respondent and the responses they have given so far in the survey



When to collect data

• Baseline
• During the intervention

– Process, Monitoring of intervention

• Endline
• Follow-up
• Scale-up
• Intervention: M&E
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minDefine each Point out that endline / follow up is most important but baseline can help with (a) het TE and (b) directionality (i.e. everyone getting worse vs everyone getting better)



Ethics

• “Experimenting on people”
• Belmont Principles

– Respect for persons
– Beneficence
– Justice 

• Institutional Review Boards (IRBs)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 minClick 1: A common critique we hear is that by doing randomized evaluations of social programs, we’re “experimenting on people” often without their consent. One important distinction is that people have an image of a scientist in a lab with a cage full of guinea pigs. And injecting things into them to see what happens. The problem with that image is that the injection is what upsets people. But the injection is a representation of the intervention: the social program. And most of the time in our kind of research, the evaluators are not delivering that injection. It’s the policymakers who are. What we’re trying to do is figure out a way to learn from that injection. How do we do that? We try to collect data on those who are receiving (or not) the intervention.Click 2: After some really questionable practices, in research (namely the Tuskegee Study), the  National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research produced the Belmont Report in 1978, which lays out the principles that govern the kind of research we doClick 3: The first principle is “Respect for persons”. So while the government doesn’t ask each individual affected by a new policy or program for their consent on whether to implement that policy. So if the government wants to test the effectiveness of computers in schools, it doesn’t ask parents whether it’s okay to have computers in the school. And even if allocation of the program is randomized, for the purpose of research, the government won’t ask for people’s consent. BUT, it is typically the researcher’s duty to ask them whether they are willing to provide information to researchers. So we always ask for INFORMED CONSENT before surveying them. They also should be aware of their right to not participate, or to withdraw participation at any time, for any questionClick 4: The principle of Beneficence is that the value of the research must be worth the cost and risk to participantsClick 5: the principle of Justice is that the people involved in the study must represent those likely to benefit (No medical testing on prisoners)Click 6: The Belmont report also formalizes a role for IRBs to review and approve any research



How to Measure
Concept

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start time: 1:5115 secondsNow that we have a sense of the types of measurement on the table, let’s zoom way out, and think about what measurement is



Concept of measurement
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Construct
(Intelligence)

Indicator
(IQ Test)

5

Data
(Test Result)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Red_Silhouette_-_Brain.svg

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 minLet’s say we’re running an early childhood development experimentClick 1: Intelligence is a key outcome indicatorHow would we go about measuring that?Click 2: First we need to acknowledge that intelligence is what we’d call “a construct” It doesn’t necessarily have a precise scientific definition. Click 3: we often use IQ tests to measure intelligence. We often distill a construct into a question, or series of questions. Many people take issue with IQ tests. Some believe they’re culturally biased. Some believe they arbitrarily weight certain cognitive abilities over others. I think at best, IQ is a “proxy” for intelligence. Click 4: Here the total exam score may be our indicator. Again, our indicator is a “proxy” for our construct.Sometimes our indicator is an exam, or just a single exam question (to measure a competency). It can be a survey question, or collection of questions to produce an index, it can be a medical test. It can be household profit or consumption. But here let’s stick to our IQ testClick 5: And then we take our indicator to our target population, Here we administer the IQ test to kidsClick 6: And collect dataNote, even though it’s the construct we’re interested in, at the end of the day, we’re really only able to analyze data. So the extent to which our data reflect the construct depends on how good a proxy the indicator is, and how successfully we collect data. If for some kids we administered the test first thing in the morning in quiet, calming rooms. And for others, if we administered the test at the end of the day, where there’s a lot of street noise and other distraction, the data we collect may not accurately reflect the TRUE IQ score of the kids.



Concept of measurement
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Construct
(Stress)

Indicator
(Cortisol level)

12

Data
(Test Result)

https://pixabay.com/en/despair-stress-alone-being-alone-862349/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 min.Take another example: StressAgain, stress, like intelligence is something we understand vaguely, but if someone asked me what the precise definition was, I might be lost.Click 1: Neurophysiologists suggest cortisol levels are a direct manifestation (or potentially cause) of what we consider stress levels.Click 2: However, the saliva tests we use to collect it are highly sensitive to outside factors, like when in the day the test is done. So while the indicator may be really close to what we care about. The data may be all over the placeAlternatively, researchers could just ask me a question like: on a scale of 1-10, how stressed are you? The result may not be as all over the place, but I may tailor my response depending on who’s asking. If the senior faculty in my department were asking, I might say VERY. If my child was asking, I might want them to believe I’m not stressed at all. And with surveyors and respondents, it often depends on the power dynamic, and what the respondents think potential outcomes of the research may be.



Concept of measurement
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Construct

Indicators

Data Collection
(“Response”)

Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minSo now, let’s formalize this a bitClick: We start with our Construct (like intelligence or stress), We choose indicators (like survey questions or exams)We collect the data which often involves some interaction with respondentsAnd at some point, we have data to analyze.



Empowerment is:

A. A construct

B. An indicator

C. A response

D. Data

E. Don’t know
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A. B. C. D. E.

89%

5%
0%0%

5%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start time: 1:551 minLet’s think about a few examples – “empowerment” is a word that many organizations list as a desired outcome – but what is it?--- A construct! What exactly is empowerment? 



“Blood Pressure = 110/71 mm Hg” is:

A. A construct

B. An indicator

C. A response

D. Data

E. Don’t know
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A. B. C. D. E.

0%

17%

0%

56%

28%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minWhat about a blood pressure reading of 110/71? -- a response! Blood pressure is our indicator, and it might be used to measure any number of constructs-- the reading of 110/71 is a response / data. If we get enough of them, it becomes our data.



Discrimination is:

A. A construct

B. An indicator

C. A response

D. Data

E. Don’t know
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A. B. C. D. E.

95%

0% 0%0%
5%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minWhat about discrimination? …It is a construct. Also something we might like to operationalize, and we can probably think of some different indicators that might be used.



Kilograms of rice per hectare:

A. A construct

B. An indicator

C. A response

D. Data

E. Don’t know
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A. B. C. D. E.

0%

89%

0%

11%

0%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minKilograms of rice per hectare? Is an indicator. Usually of yields. Responses might vary from under 1000 in parts of sub saharan africa to over 5000 in many rich countries.



The goals of measurement
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 Accuracy

 Unbiasedness

 Validity

• Precision

• Reliability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 minSo what are the major challenges?Click 1:Our first concern is accuracy: We may know that the IQ test is a somewhat biased proxy for intelligence. For example, you can study to do better. Or many of the questions may be identical to puzzles more wealthy kids have access to. And we may know there are many factors that influence a kid’s score on the IQ test beyond intelligence. Ability to study for it, time of day, hunger, stress, etc. But it may be the best we’ve got. Click 2: Cortisol may be an example of an unbiased measure of stress. But the test is still very noisy. When we think about the mapping of an indicator on to a construct, we will refer to this as the validity of the measure – how centered is it over the bullseye?Click 3: So what about height and weight? Those are generally pretty easy to measure, tend to be pretty accurate and precise.Click 4: But sometimes we put them together to produce a body-mass index which itself can be pretty precise, but when we use the BMI to measure nourishment, we may question its accuracy. In other words, BMI is a questionable indicator for the construct of “level of nutrition”. It doesn’t take into account muscle mass versus body fat. A high BMI could reflect stunting (being shorter than expected), obesity, or just being buff. When we are thinking about the relationship between an indicator and a construct, we will call this reliability.



Validity

• In theory: 
– How well does the indicator map to the outcome? 

(e.g. IQ tests  intelligence)
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Construct

Indicators

Validity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
15 secondsSo summing up: Validity is how well our indicator maps to the construct



Reliability

• In theory:
– The measure is consistent and precise vs. “noisy”
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Construct

Indicators

Data Collection
(“Response”)

Reliability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
15 secondsAnd reliability is the extent to which the data we collect are similar/consistent each time we measure it (regardless of who is doing the measurement)



Which is worse? 

A. Poor Validity

B. Poor Reliability

C. Equally bad

D. Depends

E. Don’t know/can’t say
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A. B. C. D. E.

39%

0% 0%

33%

28%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 min[There is no correct answer to this question. But it gives participants an opportunity to think about and discuss the concept.]



The problem

• With the following questions…
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start time: 2:0530 secondsSo now let’s go through a couple of questions and ask you to identify what you think the problem is



Outcome: annual consumption
Indicator: food expenditure in last week
A. Validity

B. Reliability

C. Both

D. Neither
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A. B. C. D.

40%

7%

33%

20%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 minQuestions about expenditures are a commonly used indicator for consumption. What do you think the problem is?Problem: Might have some validity problems for a few reasons:spending any given week doesn’t necessarily reflect consumption that week, might pick up a large expenditure, miss othersBut relatively easy to recall so on response reliability it should do pretty well



Outcome: annual consumption
Indicator: food expenditure in last three 
months
A. Validity

B. Reliability

C. Both

D. Neither
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A. B. C. D.

25%

0%

31%

44%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minThis is a little better on validity than weekly expenditure – three months expenditure is more likely to be a quarter of annual consumption than expenditure any any given week. On the other hand, people might not be as good at remembering it, which would introduce additional response reliability concerns!As you can see, there are some tradeoffs



The Response Process
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Indicators

Data Collection
(“Response”)

Measurement 
Error

Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start time: 2:0815 seconds. The response process takes us from the indicator to the data.Click 1:Also we’ll take a peek at how measurement error can creep in



4-step Response Process
1. 

Comprehension 
of the question

2. Retrieval of 
Information

3. Judgement 
and Estimation

4. Reporting an 
Answer
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 min:Whenever we require the respondent to think, it’s useful putting ourselves into the head of our respondent. We’ll go into more detail in the next few slidesClick 1: When a surveyor asks a question, or a respondent reads a question in a form, they have to understand what the question is askingClick 2: Once the respondent has understood the question, they now have to retrieve the necessary information from their brain. Click 3: At this point they may have retrieved many of the necessary facts. Perhaps the answers given are: today, yesterday, before then. Perhaps it’s January, February, March, April… Perhaps it’s a date field. And now they have to place the memory to a particular dateClick 4: Finally they need to map their memory and calculations to the answers given. Having gone through all of this, they may be hesitant to tell me. 
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1. 
Comprehension 
of the question

2. Retrieval of 
Information

3. Judgement 
and Estimation

4. Reporting an 
Answer

How many times
did you consume
rice this this month?

Step 1: Comprehension

?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minClick 1: Say the surveyor asks the respondent how many time he consumed rice in the past monthClick 2: The respondent has to understand the question. Click 3: For example, here the respondent may assume he’s being asked about rice, as in a bowl of rice. But then he may wonder, does that include rice milk? Rice noodles? Rice flour? Rice cakes? Rice crackers?If the question is unclear, they may have trouble giving any response at all. Now we consider this first stage, and any errors that come out of lack of comprehension, part of the response process, and so we categorize it as “measurement error”. But if this is a problem with the indicator, we could categorize it as “validity error” as well.



Do you prefer sitting or not?

A. Prefer sitting

B. I don’t prefer sitting
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A. B.

72%

28%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minNow you be the respondent. [This is supposed to demonstrate an unclear question. Let the participants describe why it’s unclear]Prefer sitting to what? Standing? Lying down? When? Wile working? At a concert? While watching a game? While waiting? On an airplane?
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Step 2: Retrieval

How many times did
I consume rice this month?

1. 
Comprehension 
of the question

2. Retrieval of 
Information

3. Judgement 
and Estimation

4. Reporting an 
Answer

Step 2: Retrieval

How many times did
I consume rice this month?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minThe next stage is retrieval. Click 1: The respondent is processing the questionClick 2: searching through his memory, trying to remember meals he’s had, excluding non-whole forms of rice. Click 3: He remembers what he had this last week.



When you received your first measles vaccination, on 
a scale of 1-5, with 1 being painless, and 5 being 
unbearable painful: what was the level of pain?

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. 5
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A. B. C. D. E.

11%

44%

6%

0%

39%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minNow try retrieving some information for meWhat went in to your thought process? What made this question hard to answer?
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1. 
Comprehension 
of the question

2. Retrieval of 
Information

3. Judgement 
and Estimation

4. Reporting an 
Answer

Step 3: Estimation/Judgement

2x
+~2x
+~2x
+~2x
=~8x

Presenter
Presentation Notes
30 secondsClick 1: He recalls he had rice 2 times last week.He believes that’s a pretty typical weekSo you estimate that there are 4 weeks in the month, Click 2: So 8 times



About how many calories do you think you consumed 
in your last large meal yesterday?

A. 0-99

B. 100-199

C. 200-499

D. 500-999

E. 1000-1499

F. 1500-2000

G. >2000
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0%

5%

16%

0%0%

26%

53%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 min[After this, ask what went into the thought process]
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How many times
did you buy rice 
this this month?

Step 4: Response

0, 1, 2-3, 4-6, 7-12, 13+

1. 
Comprehension 
of the question

2. Retrieval of 
Information

3. Judgement 
and Estimation

4. Reporting an 
Answer

How many times
did you buy rice 
this this month?

Step 4: Response

0, 1, 2-3, 4-6, 7-12, 13+

0, 1, 2-3, 4-6, 7-12, 13+

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minOnce you’ve calculated 8 times, then you figure out which response option matches your answer. It’s also worth mentioning, if this is a “sensitive” question, this may be the point where someone may “edit” their answer.For example, if this question was about drug use: they may choose an answer category slightly less than what they estimated as the truth: something they consider socially desirable. It’s also possible they have no intention of answering truthfully, and only choose to answer based on what’s deemed acceptable. Then they may alter their response at the judgment and estimation step.



How many days have you taken illegal 
drugs in the past 12 months?
A. Never

B. Tried once: 1 time

C. Tried twice: 2 times

D. Frequently: 3 times

E. I am a drug user: 4 times 

F. I am a drug addict: >4 
times
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71%

6% 6%

0%0%

18%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minOne of the things that can happen in the response process is the decision of how truthfully you want to answer the questionHow might we improve this question?



How many days have you taken illegal 
drugs in your life?
A. 0

B. 1-100

C. 101-1000

D. 1001-10,000

E. 10,001-20,000

F. 20,001-30,000

G. >30,000
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A. B. C. D. E. F. G.

75%

0%

25%

0%0%0%0%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minHere, just because of the response options, someone may feel comfortable answering truthfully



How to Measure
Measurement Error
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Start time: 2:19Spend 1 min on each of the following slides



Error in Measurement
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Construct

Indicators

Data Collection
(“Response”)

Validity 
Error

Measurement 
Error

Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
30 secLooking at the concept of measurement, and the response process, let’s ask ourselves where might error leak in?Click 1:It could happen because of the indicators we chose or designed didn’t really reflect the construct we cared aboutClick 2:Or it could happen because of the way we collect our data



Where could the following question first 
produce error? 
A. Validity

B. Comprehension

C. Retrieval

D. Judgment/ Estimation

E. Response

Q. Do you live with a 
teenager?

A. Yes

B. No
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A. B. C. D. E.

23%

38%

8%

23%

8%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 minHere, they may not understand at what point a child becomes a teenager, and at what point they stop being a teenager. Is a 19 year old a teenager or an adult? Here, the respondent may have problem with comprehension.



Measurement Error: Vagueness

Vague concepts where respondents may interpret the 
question in different ways.

Example:

Q. Do you live with a teenager?
• Yes
• No

Between what age ranges is a teenager?

Make sure to define vague concepts
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Presentation Notes
30 seconds



Where could the following question 
produce error? 
A. Validity

B. Comprehension

C. Retrieval

D. Judgment/ Estimation

E. Response

Q. What is the level of 
education attained?

• Basic Education

• Middle School

• High School

• College Degree

• Post Graduate 

• Professional Degree
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A. B. C. D. E.

12%

47%

24%

18%

0%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 minHere the answer could be Comprehension: If I dropped out of my PhD, does that mean I “attained post-graduate”?Or it could be the final stage of response. The respondent may know they completed 6 years of education. But does that mean they attainted a basic level or middle level? Also, what if they had zero education? What if they received a technical degree from a vocational school (like nurse, dental assistant, computer programming)0?



Measurement Error: Completeness

The response categories do not include all categories that can be 
expected as a response

Example:

Q. What is the highest level of education completed?
• Basic Education (1-5th)
• Middle School (6th-8th)
• High School (9th-12th)
• College Degree
• Post Graduate 
• Other Professional Degree (e.g. Medical, Law, Teacher)

“No education” or “vocational degree” is not a response

Pilot question to make sure that categories are exhaustive
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Presentation Notes
Here, we alter the question slightly to get around the issue of comprehension. And we’ve clarified the definition of But we’re still missing some important categories.



Where could the following question first 
produce error? 
A. Validity

B. Comprehension

C. Retrieval

D. Judgment/ Estimation

E. Response

Q. Do you think that you 
should not let your children 
play contact sports?

• Yes

• No
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A. B. C. D. E.

12%

76%

6%6%
0%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 minHere it could be comprehension or judgment



Measurement Error: Negatives

Questions that include negatives can be confusing to the 
respondent and lead to misinterpretations.

Example:

Q. Do you think that you should not let your children play contact 
sports?
• Yes
• No

Having a negative might throw some people off

Avoid unnecessary negatives
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Presentation Notes
30 sec



Where could the following question first 
produce error? 
A. Validity

B. Comprehension

C. Retrieval

D. Judgment/ Estimation

E. Response

Q. How many hours a day 
do you work?
• Less than an hour
• Between one and four 

hours

• Between three and eight 
hours

• Between eight and ten 
hours

• More than ten hours
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A. B. C. D. E.

6%

19%

13%

38%

25%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minFor people who say they work eight hours a day, how would they reply?



Measurement Error: Overlapping 
Categories
The categories overlap each other.

Example:

Q. How many hours a day do you work?
• Less than an hour
• Between one and four hours
• Between three and eight hours
• Between eight and ten hours
• More than ten hours

What would a person who works eight hours a day reply? 

Make sure that all categories are mutually exclusive
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30 sec



Where could the following question first 
produce error? 
A. Validity

B. Comprehension

C. Retrieval

D. Judgment/ Estimation

E. Response

Q. How would you rate the 
quality of coffee this 
morning?

• Very good

• Somewhat good

• Not good
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A. B. C. D. E.

11%

17%

28%

39%

6%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minHere, there’s no appropriate response for “I didn’t have coffee this morning”



Measurement Error: Presumptions

The question assumes certain things about the respondent 

Example:

Q. How would you rate the quality of coffee this morning?
• Very good
• Somewhat good
• Not good

We are assuming that the respondent drank the coffee

Use filters and skip patterns
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Presentation Notes
30 secAgain, this would be a problem at the response step. The best practice is to use 



Where could the following question first 
produce error? 
A. Validity

B. Comprehension

C. Retrieval

D. Judgment/ Estimation

E. Response

Q. Two new treatments 
have been developed to 
treat 600 terminally ill 
patients. Treatment A will 
save 200 people, while 
Treatment B will allow 400 
people to die. Which 
treatment would you 
prefer? 

• Treatment A

• Treatment B
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A. B. C. D. E.

19% 19%

31%31%

0%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 minHere it could be comprehension or judgment



Measurement Error: Framing effect

People react to a particular choice in different ways depending on 
how it is presented i.e. prefer gains over losses

Example:

Q. Two new treatments have been developed to treat 600 terminally 
ill patients. Treatment A will save 200 people, while Treatment B will 
allow 400 people to die. Which treatment would you prefer? 
• Treatment A
• Treatment B

Treatment A is preferable because it has been framed as a gain

Try to be neutral when framing questions
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Where could the following question first 
produce error? 
A. Validity

B. Comprehension

C. Retrieval

D. Judgment/ Estimation

E. Response

Q. How long did you have 
to wait last time you voted?

• No time (there was no 
line, or I voted by mail)

• Less than 10 minutes

• Between 10 minutes and 
30

• More than 30 minutes 
but less than an hour

• An hour or more
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A. B. C. D. E.

0% 0% 0%0%0%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
2 minThis could be a problem with the retrieval process. Or the estimation process.



Measurement Error: Recall Bias

People may retrieve recollections regarding events or experiences differently

Example:

Q. How long did you have to wait last time you voted?
• No time (there was no line, or I voted by mail)
• Less than 10 minutes
• Between 10 minutes and 30
• More than 30 minutes but less than an hour
• An hour or more

This experience may be more vivid for some respondents than others. 

You can ask respondents to keep a diary or save their receipts
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minRecall bias is really comes in at the estimation process. How this could bias your response is, for example, those in states who voted more recently may have a clearer memory. Or those whose candidate lost the election may be more likely to remember having to wait longer than those whose candidate won. Simply because they’re angry that they had to wait, and may feel that their candidate’s vote was surpressed.



Where could the following question first 
produce error? 
A. Validity

B. Comprehension

C. Retrieval

D. Judgment/ Estimation

E. Response

Q. In Arizona, some voters 
reported having to wait 
more than 5 hours to vote. 
How long did you have to 
wait last time you voted?
• No time (there was no 

line, or I voted by mail)
• Less than 10 minutes
• Between 10 minutes and 

30
• More than 30 minutes 

but less than an hour
• An hour or more
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A. B. C. D. E.

33%

0% 0%

33%33%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minHere, a respondent’s estimation may be altered because of the anchor.



Measurement Error: Anchoring Bias

People tend to rely too heavily on the first piece of information seen

Example:

Q. In Arizona, some voters reported having to wait more than 5 hours to 
vote. How long did you have to wait last time you voted?
• No time (there was no line, or I voted by mail)
• Less than 10 minutes
• Between 10 minutes and 30
• More than 30 minutes but less than an hour
• An hour or more
Respondents will be more likely to give a number on the higher end of the 
spectrum

Avoid adding anchors to your questions
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 min“Avoiding anchors” may seem obvious. But some times these anchors creep in through the ordering of questions. If you ask a respondent a question that elicits a response with a large number. It’s shown that in many cases the next question will be biased upwards.



How many meals have you eaten in the 
past one hour?
A. 0

B. 1

C. 2

D. 3
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A. B. C. D.

67%

0%0%

33%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1 minBefore they answer: Here I’m not asking you the problem with the question. Just a straight question. This seems like a relatively simple question. After: the interesting thing is that unless you’ve been eating lunch during this lecture, none of you have eaten a meal in the last hour



Measurement Error: Telescoping Bias

People perceive recent events as being more remote than they 
are (backward telescoping) and distant events as being more 
recent than they are (forward telescoping)

Example:

Q. Did you purchase a TV or other electronic (worth over $500) in 
the past 12 months?
____________ emails

This will lead to over reporting due to forward telescoping of events 
that happened before 12 months ago

Visit once at the beginning of the reference period. Then ask, “since the last 
time I v isited you, have you…?”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is usually a problem with what we call “lumpy purchases” or “investments”. If you purchased something large a little over a year ago, you may feel like you’re doing a disservice to the survey by Excluding it. You assume the surveyor cares more about whether you purchased something large, than the specific timeframe. But that causes problems for the survey. If say, 100% of respondents make a $500 purchase every OTHER year. But all feel compelled to include it when responding about purchases in the LAST year, then as evaluators, we’ll over estimate the number of large purchases by 100%. One way of dealing with this is by visiting once at the beginning of the reference period, and once at the end.



In the past year, have you said anything 
disparaging about academics to your 
colleagues?
A. Yes

B. No
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A. B.

32%

68%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, I’m just asking a question: not what’s wrong with it.



Measurement Error: Social Desirability 
Bias
Tendency of respondents to answer questions in a manner that is 
favorable to others i.e. emphasize strengths, hide flaws, or avoid 
stigma

Example:

Q. Do you beat your wife?
• Yes
• No

Respondents would be shy to admit to such behavior

Ask indirectly, ensure privacy
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Sources Measurement Error

• Completeness
• Vagueness
• Negatives
• Overlapping Categories
• Presumptions
• Framing effect
• Recall bias
• Anchoring bias
• Telescoping bias
• Social desirability bias 
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Presentation Notes
Whew – that is a lot to worry about and we have covered it very quickly. 



How to Measure
Best Practices

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Start time 2:44



Tips for designing questions

• Break complex questions into smaller questions, asking 
only one question at a time.

• With closed questions, include all reasonable possibilities 
as explicit response options.

• Make questions as specific as possible (not for sensitive 
questions).

• Use long instead of short questions (for sensitive 
questions).
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Tips for designing questions

• Use familiar words to describe sensitive behaviors.

• Include the sensitive question with other sensitive 
questions so that it stands out less.

• Use visual cues to convey certain concepts (social 
cohesion, pain indicator, happiness).

• Use visuals consistently to define the desired path 
through the questionnaire. (self-administered questions)
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Tips for designing questions

• Use words that all respondents can understand.

• The first questions should be easy and pleasant to 
answer and should serve to build trust between the 
interviewee and the researcher.

• The questions on the same topic should be grouped.

• Should include filters, to avoid asking respondents 
questions that do not apply to them.
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Tips for piloting your survey

• Pretest: procedures to determine whether the questionnaire 
works.
– It is a small group survey representative of the target 

population after a group interview is done.

• Cognitive Interview: looking to find how respondents 
understand the questions. After asking the question, ask them 
feedback on their question, probing all 4 steps of the response 
process.

• Expert Review: Ask measurement experts. But also compare to 
well-established, well-vetted, tried and tested surveys
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Tips for piloting your survey

• No answer: if a certain question has a high number of 
omissions indicates that something is wrong.

• Multiple answers: questions where there is a single 
answer respondents placed more than one.

• Answer "other”: high response rate in this category 
indicates that the answers offered are not exhaustive.
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Other things to consider

• Question wording, definitions, recall period
• Answer choice 

– Open/closed, single v. multiple options, units, likert/scale, 
index, visual cues

• Translation
– Back-translate and pretest in local languages

• Surveyor training/quality
• Data entry
• Length, fatigue
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(Speaking of length and fatigue!!! The end)



Thank You!
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